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Abstract Common volume measurements by the Resolute Bay Incoherent Scatter Radar-North (RISR-N)
and Optical Mesosphere and Thermosphere Imagers (OMTI) have been used to clarify the electrodynamic
structure of a Sun-aligned arc in the polar cap. The plasma parameters of the dusk-to-dawn drifting arc
and surrounding ionosphere are extracted using the volumetric imaging capabilities of RISR-N. Multipoint
line-of-sight RISR-N measurements of the plasma drift are inverted to construct a time sequence of the
electric ﬁeld and ﬁeld-aligned current system of the arc. Evidence of dramatic electrodynamic and plasma
structuring of the polar cap ionosphere due to the arc is described. One notable feature of the arc is a
meridionally extended plasma density depletion on its leading edge, located partially within a downward
ﬁeld-aligned current region. The depletion is determined to be a by-product of enhanced chemical
recombination operating on a time scale of 15 min. A similarly shaped electric ﬁeld structure of over
100 mV/m and line-of-sight ion temperatures nearing 3000 K were collocated with the depletion.
1. Introduction
Sun-aligned arcs are the hallmark of a polar ionosphere under northward interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF)
conditions [Carlson and Cowley, 2005]. The arcs are often referred to as transpolar arcs, of which there are many
identiﬁable types and classiﬁcations [Kullen, 2012]. Zhu et al. [1997] provide a review on the electrodynamic
properties of Sun-aligned arcs. Many of the models, measurements, and conjectures regarding Sun-aligned
arcs agree on a few features. First, the optical emissions of a Sun-aligned arc mark the location of an upward
ﬁeld-aligned current (FAC), carried by precipitating electrons. The magnetospheric source and energization
mechanisms of the electrons remain unresolved; both soft and hard precipitation have been measured in
the arcs. Corresponding downward FACs have been measured with the arcs [e.g., Cumnock et al., 2011, and
references therein], and sometimes multiple FAC pairs are detected. The arcs superpose an electric ﬁeld on the
background polar cap electric ﬁeld, which can establish velocity shears in the polar cap convection [Carlson
et al., 1984; Koustov et al., 2012].
Sun-aligned arcs are intrinsically linked to processes in the magnetosphere and its interaction with the solar
wind [Zhu et al., 1993a; Hosokawa et al., 2011; Fear and Milan, 2012; Fear et al., 2014]. Their interconnection
to polar cap dynamics and structuring via magnetosphere-ionosphere (MI) coupling has been thoroughly
investigated, although a complete understanding of its mediators and agents remains elusive. Zhu et al.
[1993b] noted that inhomogeneities in the Pedersen conductivity are nontrivial in MI coupling. They alter the
reﬂection coeﬃcient of the ionosphere and can cause a rotation between the wave ﬁeld of an incident and
reﬂected Alfvén wave. For further insight into MI coupling in the polar cap, its impact on the plasma structuring and electrodynamics of the region must be investigated in detail. To accomplish this, accurate and
spatiotemporally resolved diagnostics of the ionospheric component of the MI system are required.
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The electrodynamics of Sun-aligned arcs is measured indirectly by estimating horizontal electric ﬁelds, from
Doppler velocity measurements of plasma drifts obtained with radar [e.g., Carlson et al., 1984]. Seminal work
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in this technique includes de la Beaujardiere et al. [1977] who used the Chatanika incoherent scatter radar
(ISR) to estimate the current structure of three auroral arcs, with estimates of upward FACs measuring 6 and
9 μA∕m2 for two of them. ISRs also provide valuable diagnostic information of the electron density, ne , and
the ion and electron temperature, Ti and Te , in the plasma. Carlson et al. [1984] measured a fourfold ne increase
within a Sun-aligned arc, consistent with plasma production by soft electron precipitation. They also detected
signiﬁcant Ti enhancements in the vicinity of velocity shears associated with the arc, a signature of frictional
heating. Using the (European Incoherent Scatter Scientiﬁc Association) EISCAT radar, Opgenoorth et al. [1990]
also identiﬁed enhanced Ti values located on the edges of auroral arcs. The location of the enhanced Ti was
coincident with signiﬁcant ne depletions, both a result of strong electric ﬁelds (some approaching 125 mV/m)
and enhanced chemical recombination rates.
Previous Sun-aligned arc research with ISR was conducted using a single, steerable antenna. With the development of the Advanced Modular Incoherent Scatter Radar (AMISR) systems and their electronic beam steering
capabilities [Nicolls and Heinselman, 2007; Bahcivan et al., 2010], it is now possible to investigate the electrodynamics of polar cap arcs, with multiple beams in a customized beam conﬁguration which can encompass
a large volume of the ionosphere. The beam is directed by adjusting the phase of the signals from the many
antenna elements on a pulse-to-pulse basis, eliminating the need to mechanically steer a radar dish. In this
way, volumetric measurements are provided without spatiotemporal ambiguities when integrating the measurements on the order of minutes [e.g., Dahlgren et al., 2012a, 2012b]. With multiple beam conﬁgurations,
one can also avoid many of the drawbacks inherent to estimating important parameters such as plasma drift
from a single radar site, described in detail by Freeman et al. [1991]. For example, an assumption of spatially
uniform mesoscale ﬂow between measurements can be relaxed using simultaneous measurements from multiple beams. However, many of the limitations of a monostatic radar still apply; for example, the radar will
always be insensitive to ﬂow perpendicular to its line of sight and thus, without additional information, to
mesoscale ﬂow curvature [e.g., Freeman et al., 1991].
In this paper we present a novel experimental perspective to polar cap dynamics and MI coupling by providing
the ﬁrst spatiotemporally resolved images of the organization and morphology of the ionospheric plasma and
electric ﬁelds for a Sun-aligned arc. The data show a clear connection between the structuring in the F region
polar cap ionosphere and the electrodynamics of the Sun-aligned arc. In particular, we provide direct estimates of auroral arc electric ﬁelds, current systems, and associated plasma density cavities. We demonstrate
that these observations are consistent with existing arc models and dynamic plasma structuring mechanisms.
Our observations conﬁrm that intense electric ﬁelds and FACs are suﬃcient enough to ignite strong chemical recombination and current closure processes giving rise to the depletions. These processes have been
demonstrated indirectly in the auroral zone [e.g., Zettergren et al., 2014]; we report a direct conﬁrmation that
they are present in Sun-aligned arcs as well.

2. Observations and Instrumentation
For a more general overview of the Sun-aligned arc event described here, including information about the
IMF conditions and a discussion on the possible generation mechanism of the arc, we direct the reader to
Dahlgren et al. [2014].
2.1. Optical Mesosphere and Thermosphere Imagers
At 05:04 UT (approximately 22 magnetic local time (MLT)), on 20 February 2012, two closely separated
Sun-aligned arcs became visible on the duskward edge of the ﬁeld of view (FOV) of the Optical Mesosphere
and Thermosphere Imagers (OMTI) all-sky imager installed at Resolute Bay, Canada (74.73∘ N, 265.07∘ E, geographic) [Shiokawa et al., 1999]. A movie of both arcs moving through the Resolute Bay Incoherent Scatter
Radar-North (RISR-N) FOV is provided as supporting information Movie S1. Both arcs traveled toward dawn
(eastward) and were identiﬁable and collocated at the 557.7 and 630 nm wavelengths. At 05:14 UT, the arcs
were near the zenith of the OMTI imager. The leading arc was much less intense than the trailing arc, at both
optical wavelengths, and became indistinguishable from the brighter, trailing arc by 05:16 UT. It could not be
determined whether the leading arc ceased to exist or was rendered indistinguishable due to a parallax eﬀect.
The brighter arc, hereafter referred to as the “arc,” remained visible until 05:26 UT. During its transit, the luminosity of the arc varied between 350 and 450 R in the red line and green line emissions. The arc event studied
here was one of many arcs passing through the region at this time. Several arcs were observed in the optical
data, within minutes of the event studied here.
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Figure 1. (a) The elevation angles and bearings of the 42 RISR-N beams used on 20 February 2012. The geographic
directions are indicated. (b) The pierce points of the 42 RISR-N beams between 200 and 500 km altitude, plotted along
with the OMTI data from 05:08 UT in gray scale. The orientation of the optical data has been ﬂipped from its orientation
in Movie S1 so that geographic north and east are on the top and right, respectively. The orange colored points indicate
the pierce points from RISR-N beam 29 for all range gates along the beam. The red, green, and black points are the
pierce points for beams 25, 27, and 29, respectively, at 285 km altitude. The dimensions of the RISR-N FOV and MLT
meridians are indicated in black and red, respectively. The black contours are the geographic coastlines in the region.

2.2. RISR-N
At 05:06 UT, the arc entered the duskward edge of the RISR-N FOV, an AMISR class radar installed at Resolute
Bay. RISR-N transmits at 441.9 MHz, providing diagnostic measurements of the polar ionosphere, including
ne , Ti , Te , and line-of-sight (LOS) ion velocity measurements, vlos . For this study, the RISR-N was operating with
a custom 42 beam mode, in a 6 × 7 grid, which is shown as a grid of black circles in Movie S1. The elevation
angles and bearings of all the 42 RISR-N beams are plotted in Figure 1a as well as the geographic directions
are labeled. In addition, the pierce points of all of the RISR-N beams located between 200 and 500 km altitude,
the geographic coastlines of the region and the OMTI data showing the 630.0 nm emissions (in gray scale) at
05:08 UT are plotted in Figure 1b. The orange colored points show the pierce points of RISR-N beam 29 which
will be discussed in more detail shortly. The system transmitted interleaved Barker and long-pulse coded radar
pulses, giving approximately 750 m and 36 km range resolutions, respectively. The arc moved with an average
speed of 250 m/s toward dawn and exited the RISR-N FOV at 05:22 UT.
A plot of ne , Tilos , Te , and vlos as a function of time, measured in RISR-N beam 29 with the 2 min integrated
long-pulse mode is given in Figure 2. All of the RISR-N data used in this work are 2 min integrated data.
We have chosen to label the ion temperatures as Tilos for reasons that will be explained shortly. A time
series of ne measured at 285 km altitude in beams 25, 27, and 29, which are along a row in the RISR-N FOV
PERRY ET AL.
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Figure 2. RISR-N beam 29 measurements of ne , Te , Tilos , and vlos , as a function of altitude along the beam, and time. The
time segment in which the Sun-aligned arc was within the RISR-N FOV is indicated by the violet, dashed box. This plot
was produced with 2 min integrated data.

(colored red, green, and black, respectively, in Figure 1) is plotted in Figure 3. In Figures 2 and 3 the time
segment during which the optical arc was seen to be within the RISR-N FOV is outlined by a violet, dashed
box. The associated errors with the RISR-N measurements were very reasonable. The ne errors are plotted in
Figure 3 and are low. The vlos errors were also low; 70% of the measurements had a relative error below 25%.
A substantial ne depletion region is seen in Figures 2 and 3 centered at approximately 05:12 UT in beam 29. The
ne decreased from 4.6 to almost 1.3 × 1011 m−3 in 10 min, starting at 05:02 UT. Measurements from adjacent
beams show that the depletion progressed toward dawn, from beam 25 to 29. The depletion feature is marked
by a shaded box colored for each beam in Figure 3. At 130 km altitude (not visible in any ﬁgure), an increase in
ne from 1 to 3×1010 m−3 was measured with the long-pulse mode. The enhancement was centered at 05:16 UT
which is marked by a yellow shaded box in Figure 3. The increase was short-lived and was only present in beam
29 between 05:14 and 05:18 UT. A similar ne enhancement was also measured with the Barker code mode
(not presented here), although those observations are less reliable due to their relatively high measurement
uncertainties. A more subtle signature of an ne increase is indicated by the appearance of larger ne values
plotted below 200 km altitude in Figure 2, starting just after 05:12 UT. The ne enhancement in the lower
F region marks the arrival of the electron precipitation region of the optical arc in RISR-N beam 29, which
trailed the ne depletion feature on its dawnward trajectory. The appearance and ordering of the aforementioned signatures are evident in nearly all of the other beams in the RISR-N FOV.
During the arc event, both Te and Tilos in beam 29 increased dramatically, each changing from 800 K to above
2500 K over several minutes, starting at 05:02 UT. The Tilos enhancement was collocated with the ne depletion
region as it moved through the RISR-N FOV and maximized at 3000 K for several minutes, starting at 05:16 UT.
Te reached 2500 K at approximately 05:20 UT, and only brieﬂy maintained this temperature. In the majority of
the RISR-N beams, the Tilos increases were measured into the lower F region, in some cases down to 175 km
altitude. The Te increases displayed a diﬀerent characteristic and only generally stayed above 250 km altitude.

3. Analysis
In this paper we focus on the plasma and electrodynamic structuring of the arc observed over Resolute Bay. A
technique that was developed by Nicolls et al. [2014] was used to estimate the electric ﬁelds within the RISR-N
PERRY ET AL.
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Figure 3. A time series of ne measured at 285 km altitude in RISR-N beams 25 (red), 27 (green), and 29 (black), with
associated error bars (dotted lines). These beams are also indicated in Figure 1. The time segment in which the arc was
observed within the RISR-N FOV is outlined by a violet, dashed box. The shaded rectangles denote the approximate
location of the plasma density depletion in each beam. The yellow shaded rectangle marks the appearance of the lower
F region ne enhancement.

FOV during the arc event. The approach centers on modeling a spatially varying electrostatic potential, 𝜙, that
reproduces the RISR-N vlos measurements. When a suitable 𝜙 is determined, the electric ﬁeld, E⟂ , is computed
from E = −∇𝜙.
The Nicolls et al. [2014] method used here employs a superposition of two velocity ﬁelds over the RISR-N
FOV. One ﬁeld is a uniform “background” ﬂow, v0 , and superposed on it is a spatially varying velocity ﬁeld,
𝛿E × B∕|B|2 , such that
v = v⟂ + v∥ = v0 + 𝛿E × B∕|B|2 .
(1)
The background velocity ﬁeld, v0 , is determined using an inversion technique described by Heinselman and
Nicolls [2008]. Variations on this background ﬁeld, ṽ los , are calculated by subtracting it from the measured
RISR-N LOS measurements:
ṽ los = vlos − Av†0 ,
(2)
in which A is an array representing the geometry of the RISR-N beams with respect to the geomagnetic ﬁeld,
and “†” denotes a transpose operation. We assume that the plasma velocity is described suﬃciently by the
convection velocity ﬂow (i.e., the plasma is incompressible) and that the convection electric ﬁeld can be
expressed as the gradient of an electrostatic potential, 𝜙. Both are appropriate for the F region ionosphere in
this case. Thus, the RISR-N LOS velocity measurements, vlos , can be written as follows:
vlos = Av†0 − T∇† 𝜙 + elos ,

(3)

in which T = B×A∕|B|2 , and elos is the error. Nicolls et al. [2014] identiﬁed the problem of solving for a potential,
𝜙, that accurately reproduces vlos , from which E can be calculated, as one of constrained minimization. This
is a highly underdetermined problem. Among the solutions that achieve the most probable tightness of ﬁt
to the data, the algorithm chooses the one that minimizes the mean squared curvature of the electric ﬁeld
within the measurement region and the absolute gradient outside of the measurement region. In doing so,
features in 𝜙 must be well supported by the RISR-N measurements.
The Nicolls et al. [2014] technique builds and improves on previous work by Heinselman and Nicolls [2008] and
Butler et al. [2010], who developed eﬀective procedures for inverting RISR-N vlos measurements into full velocity vectors. However, those previous methods had diﬃculty reproducing vectors in the presence of velocity
shears, such as those measured with this event, i.e., the shear appearing just after 05:00 UT in Figure 2. It is
important to reiterate that we are not measuring plasma velocity vectors with this method or with RISR-N,
PERRY ET AL.
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Figure 4. Combined plots of the optical data from OMTI (gray scale) and RISR-N contours for (top row) ne , (middle row)
Tilos , and (bottom row) ΣP . Dimensions of the FOV and the MLT meridians are indicated in Figure 1.

we are merely taking advantage of the large number of vlos measurements provided by the RISR-N system to
constrain an estimate for 𝜙, and subsequently E. On its own, any monostatic radar system, including RISR-N,
is unable to provide complete information about a plasma velocity vector for reasons described by Freeman
et al. [1991].
To obtain estimates for the FAC, J∥ , for the arc event, we enforce current closure, ∇ ⋅ J = 0, expressed as [Sofko
et al., 1995]
J∥ = −ΣP ⋅ E⟂ − E⟂ ⋅ 𝛁ΣP − 𝛁ΣH ⋅ b × E⟂ ,

(4)

in which b is the geomagnetic ﬁeld unit vector and J∥ ⋅ b > 0; i.e., a positive FAC is parallel to the geomagnetic
ﬁeld. In this form, only measurements of the height-integrated Pedersen and Hall conductivities, ΣP and ΣH ,
and E⟂ are needed. The ne measurements from RISR-N and neutral density estimates from Mass Spectrometer
Incoherent Scatter (MSIS) [Hedin, 1991] are used to derive the conductivities which are then integrated along
the geomagnetic ﬁeld. Obtaining an estimate for E⟂ is done using the Nicolls et al. [2014] method previously
described. The ﬁrst two terms in equation (4) are the dominant terms given what we were able to ascertain
about the conductivity gradients from the RISR-N data. For this experiment RISR-N was not able to provide
reliable estimates of the Hall conductivities since they were so small. Therefore, the third term in equation (4)
was dropped from our analysis. This has little eﬀect on our J∥ estimates since Hall conductivities are generally much less than Pedersen conductivities above 200 km altitude [Kelley, 2009]—the altitudes which
we will focus on. In this region we are also dealing with a lower limit of ΣP , based on our knowledge of the
F region contribution.

4. Results and Discussion
Contour plots of ne , Tilos , and estimates of ΣP are plotted with the OMTI data in Figure 4. Estimates of |E⟂ | with
vectors indicating the direction of the ﬁeld and J∥ are plotted with the OMTI data in Figure 5. The altitude of
the contours for ne , Tilos , ΣP , and J∥ is centered at 325 km. The ΣP estimates are a product of integrating the
PERRY ET AL.
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Figure 5. Combined plots of the optical data from OMTI (gray scale) and RISR-N contours for (top row) |E⟂ | with
corresponding vectors, and (bottom row) J∥ . Dimensions of the FOV and the MLT meridians are indicated in Figure 1.

Pedersen conductivities between 200 and 500 km altitude along the magnetic ﬁeld. The |E⟂ | contours are
constructed from data integrated over several hundred kilometers in altitude and mapped to 300 km altitude.
The OMTI data are mapped to 250 km altitude, the normal practice for 630.0 nm emissions.
Structuring in |E⟂ | due to both arcs is signiﬁcant and easily identiﬁable in Figure 5. Between 05:10 and
05:18 UT, meridionally extended |E⟂ | structures moved toward dawn, coincident with the two optical arcs
discussed earlier. At 05:10 UT, three structures with low |E| were in the FOV. Two of the structures, both with
|E| ∼ 25 mV/m, were collocated with two optical arcs shown in gray scale. The low |E⟂ | structures are indicative
of the upward J∥ region of an arc; a region of electron precipitation in which plasma production is enhanced,
increasing the ionospheric conductivities. The upward J∥ associated with the low |E⟂ | structure of the brightest of the arcs is estimated to be approximately 0.5 μA/m2 at 05:10 UT, an intensity which declined during
the transit of the arc through the RISR-N FOV. Enhancements in ne due to the electron precipitation were also
detected by RISR-N and are evident in Figure 2.
During the same time frame, a structure of substantially enhanced |E⟂ | was also present, moving
toward dawn, ahead of the two low |E⟂ | features previously described. The structure measured nearly
|E⟂ | ∼ 125 mV/m at 05:10 UT and remained above 75 mV/m for several minutes afterward. The E⟂ vectors
coincident with the structure indicate that the electric ﬁeld was predominantly directed toward dusk, toward
the arc. This structure is the counterpart to the low electric ﬁeld structure discussed earlier. It partially overlaps with a region of downward J∥ . We postulate that the ne depletion shown in Figures 2–4 is created in
part by electrons moving upward, away from the region, thereby lowering the conductivity of the plasma and
necessitating an increase in |E⟂ | to enforce current closure. This will be discussed in more detail shortly. A
downward current, J∥ ∼ 0.25–0.50 μA/m2 , was in the vicinity of the enhanced |E⟂ | structure during the 05:10
to 05:18 UT time segment, as shown in Figure 5.
It should be noted that even though Ti is not a vector, when the electric ﬁeld is strong (50 mV/m or greater)
the observed value of Ti will depend on aspect angle, 𝛼 , namely, the angle between the radar beam and the
magnetic ﬁeld direction. This is due to the signiﬁcant anisotropic character of the ion velocity distribution
in the F region under such circumstances [St-Maurice and Schunk, 1979]. It has been shown [Raman et al.,
1981] that the line-of-sight temperature is given by Tilos = Ti∥ cos2 𝛼 + Ti⟂ sin2 𝛼 . Analytical as well as Monte
Carlo calculations of Ti∥ and Ti⟂ have been obtained for various situations of interest [e.g., Winkler et al., 1992].
For example, Tilos is of the order of 1000 K less than the actual temperature, Ti , at 125 mV/m for O+ at 300 km
altitude at an aspect angle of 30∘ . For the RISR-N beams used in the observations presented here the aspect
angle varied between 20∘ for the high beam numbers and 50∘ for the low beam numbers. It is for this reason
that we have chosen the Tilos notation when referring to RISR-N measurements.
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Figure 6. A 2-D snapshot of a simulation using the Zettergren and Semeter [2012] model, modiﬁed to replicate the
observed density depletion at 05:16 UT, showing (a) J∥ , (b) ne , (c) the ratio nO+ ∕ne , and (d) Ti . A movie of a simulation is
given in Movie S2. The coincident location of the depletion leading the optical arc (where J∥ < 0) and Ti enhancement is
quite evident.

The downward J∥ region was responsible for considerable structuring of the polar cap ionosphere. This is
evidenced by the grouping of the enhanced |E⟂ |, enhanced Tilos , and depleted ne features near the downward J∥ region in Figure 5, eastward (dawnward) of the optical arc, and their simultaneous movements toward
dawn. Velocity measurements from the Rankin Inlet Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) radar
[Greenwald et al., 1995; Chisham et al., 2007] also conﬁrm velocity signatures consistent with a downward
FAC on the leading edge of the arc, moving dawnward. However, the SuperDARN measurements were only
line of sight and could not be ﬁtted into full vectors [e.g., Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998] due to the lack of
coverage from other SuperDARN radars at the time. The measured increases in Tilos and a signiﬁcant vlos
reversal measured by RISR-N and SuperDARN (not shown), which can be seen in bottom panel of Figure 2
shortly after 05:00 UT, are symptomatic of frictional heating and augmented chemical recombination reaction
rates—appealing candidates to account for the large ne depletion [Doe et al., 1995].
Evacuation of plasma via current closure must also be considered as a factor in the depletion [Doe et al., 1993].
In this mechanism ions ﬂow via Pedersen currents from a region of downward FAC toward the region of electron precipitation and accumulated negative charge, i.e., the optical arc. In the same downward FAC region,
electrons ﬂow vertically upward, thereby depleting the ionosphere coincident with the downward FAC region
by the evacuation of plasma—both electrons and ions ﬂow away from the downward FAC region.
Zettergren and Semeter [2012] reported an altitude dependence on chemical recombination and current
closure mechanisms in the vicinity of a FAC system. The current closure mechanism [i.e., Doe et al., 1993] dominates in the E region and lower F region, while the chemical recombination mechanism dominates in the
F region, at least in the larger-scale currents (∼10 km). Combining current closure (via Pedersen currents carried by the ions at the altitudes discussed here) with chemical recombination can culminate in a positive
feedback if the FAC sourced by the magnetosphere is held constant: the decrease in ne leads to an increase
in |E⟂ | and ne gradients; this increases the convection ﬂows parallel to the arc, thereby heating up the ions,
depleting ne even more, forcing another increase in |E⟂ |, etc.
For this study, the Zettergren and Semeter [2012] model was modiﬁed to reproduce the advecting FAC current
system of the arc reported here. The plasma parameters measured by RISR-N were used as constraints to set
PERRY ET AL.
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a uniform background ne . A background ﬂux of 0.005 mW∕m2 of 100 eV electrons, uniform in time and space,
representative of polar rain, was included. The boundary condition of the model consisted of an up/down
FAC pair (i.e., the arc) of density 0.875 μA∕m2 , a value consistent with the RISR-N estimates. A superposition
of 0.15 mW∕m2 , 500 eV electrons, and 0.2 mW∕m2 , 50 eV electrons, was used for the arc precipitation in the
model. The arc was then convected at 200 m/s to replicate the observed motion of the arc, and all other
parameters such as Ti , Te , ne , E, and J∥ on the interior part of the model domain were calculated as a function
of time. A snapshot of a simulation at 05:16 UT is given in Figure 6, showing J∥ , ne , the ratio nO+ ∕ne , and Ti .
A movie of the simulation results is given as supporting information Movie S2 (in which Te and v∥ for the event
is also given). The nO+ ∕ne ratio is an output meant for the inspection of the conversion of O+ to molecular
ions, i.e., the production of O+2 and NO+ . The steep decline in the ratio at the location of the ne depletion
demonstrates that the depletion was generated in large part by chemical recombination. By inspection of
Figure 6 and Movie S2, it is evident that the modiﬁed Zettergren and Semeter [2012] model reproduced the
basic behavior of the ne depletion near the upward J∥ region of the convecting arc. The arc produced a peak
Ti enhancement roughly matching the data in Figure 4. The model was also able to reproduce the observed
property of the depletion maintaining its position on the leading edge of the arc as it convected through the
RISR-N ﬁeld of view.
In Figure 5 there is evidence of structuring in |E⟂ | and J∥ that is not consistent with the singular arc system
modeled here, namely, an arc system with a single upward and downward FAC channel. For example, at 05:14
and 05:18 UT, there is a downward FAC on the duskward (left of the optical arc) edge of the RISR-N FOV—the
second downward FAC structure in that frame. This structure may either be evidence of a more complex FAC
system associated with the arc, such as a second downward FAC region connected to the optical arc, or the
second current structure may be associated with another arc which passed through the region minutes later.
Our investigation focuses on a single arc system during a time period in which several arcs passed through
the region. We may be underestimating the complexity of the system of currents and electric ﬁelds present
in the region at the time.
Figure 4 shows that the depletion travels in conjunction with the leading edge of the arc for several minutes.
Since there is no evidence of the depletion being generated within the RISR-N FOV we can conclude that it
was generated several minutes before it entered the FOV. Results from Zettergren and Semeter [2012] support
this, as well as their modiﬁed model outlined earlier. The convolution of heightened chemical recombination
and current closure has the capacity to generate signiﬁcant depletions of the F region plasma on the order
of 15 min in simulation runs, drastically modifying the state parameters of the ionosphere. Chemical recombination dominates in generating the depletion in this event. Evacuation and recombination of the E and
F regions have important implications for MI coupling in the polar ionosphere, for example, by structuring
the Pedersen conductivity, which is an important component in the reﬂection coeﬃcient of an Alfvén wave
[Zhu et al., 1993b].
The density features in Figure 2 are very coherent from beam to beam. At 250 m/s the depletion moved
between RISR-N beams in roughly 2 min, which is likely why no substantial growth in the depletion can be seen
when surveying all of the beams in the RISR-N FOV; the depletion moved through the FOV too quickly. Several
trials of the Zettergren and Semeter [2012] model were conducted with the goal of reproducing a convecting
arc and depletion pairing. Only those runs which featured a background plasma drift matching roughly that
of the convecting arc replicated the observed pairing eﬀect. When the background ionosphere was stationary with respect to the convecting arc, a depletion was still generated but it remained stationary and became
partially ﬁlled in by the arc precipitation as the arc drifted past it.
According to Figure 6, the majority of the downward currents generated by the arc event is closing through the
F region. Recall that RISR-N was unable to provide reliable conductivity estimates for altitudes below 200 km,
so our analysis techniques could not be used to conﬁrm the model results below that altitude. Nonetheless, the model results seem at least consistent with our understanding of the ionosphere at the time of this
event. At nighttime, the E and F region conductivities are approximately equal [Kelley, 2009]. Prior to the
event E region plasma density was extremely low, below the minimum threshold for reliable measurements
with RISR-N. In the absence of any structured precipitation, which was the case before the arrival of the arc,
any E region plasma density gradients would have been dissipated by chemistry. Thus, we should at least
expect the dominant part of an FAC to close through the F region since its conductance is larger. The situation
becomes much more complex when the arc is present; the arc may be able to produce suﬃcient ionization at
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lower altitudes, enabling more current to close there. We know this to be the case here since RISR-N detected
a momentary ne increase from 1 to 3 × 1010 m−3 , at 130 km altitude, and ne enhancements higher up as well,
as indicated in Figure 2. The modiﬁed Zettergren and Semeter [2012] model was investigated further by adjusting the energy spectrum of the background energy ﬂux, representing the polar rain, for the simulations in
this study. We found that the observed plasma density depletion was not generated for any of the cases in
which the background energy ﬂux was able to produce enough E region ionization to allow for more current
to close there. Those energy ﬂuxes resulted in high conductivities; the electric ﬁelds were too low to generate
the observed plasma density depletion. We are therefore conﬁdent in what Figure 6 is showing: the majority
of downward FACs during the arc event closed through the F region. Undoubtedly, our FAC analysis technique
will always underestimate the arc FACs simply because the spatial resolution of RISR-N places a lower limit
on our estimates of the ne gradients. Furthermore, in the E region the ions quickly become collisional with
decreasing altitude [Sangalli et al., 2009], making it even more diﬃcult to estimate the E from their measured
drift. That said, Figure 6 supports our earlier implicit assumption that only applying equation (4) to altitudes
above 200 km can still provide an accurate picture of the electrodynamics of the observed arc.
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In the hours surrounding the arc event ne exhibited appreciable variability; several polar cap patches were
discernible in the OMTI and RISR-N data. A signature of one of the patches is seen in Figure 2 at 05:00 UT,
immediately before the ne depletion and arc were detected. It is conceivable that the quick decrease in ne
associated with the depletion feature was merely the signature of the tail-end of a patch advecting through
the RISR-N beam; namely, 𝜕ne ∕𝜕t = −vp ⋅ ∇ne , in which vp is the velocity of the patch. Even so, other features
in Figures 2 and 3 show that an advecting patch could not be solely responsible for the ne depletion feature.
The depletion in Figures 2 and 3 marks the absolute minimum in ne for the 2 h period; it is also an absolute
minimum for a 6 h period surrounding the arc event. Furthermore, the depletion signature extends into the
lower F region—into altitudes that are too low for patches. Therefore, other mechanisms such as chemical
recombination must have been at play and were a leading contributor to generating the ne depletion.

5. Conclusion
We have used multipoint measurements from RISR-N to, for the ﬁrst time, resolve the electrodynamics and
plasma structuring of a Sun-aligned arc in time and space. Estimates of a moderate J∥ associated with the
arc were observed and are on par with previously reported arcs and models. |E⟂ | of the order of 100 mV/m
and Tilos of up to 3000 K were also measured in the vicinity of the arc. The arc was responsible for a signiﬁcant
enhancement of the ionospheric electric ﬁeld and remarkable plasma structuring in the region. One of the
most spectacular arc features was a prominent, meridionally extended ne depletion, located partially within
the auroral downward current region on the leading edge of the arc as it progressed toward dawn. The depletion was largely a by-product of heightened chemical recombination rates and was generated on a time scale
of 15 min.
Our results are a consolidation of the electrodynamic, optical, and chemical properties of Sun-aligned arcs.
They provide new insight into the nature of Sun-aligned arcs by demonstrating a clear and causal connection between the optical, plasma, and electrodynamic structuring of the arc. However, one major component
which we were unable to provide here is the role of the E region and Hall conductivities. Ultimately, our
calculations of J∥ underestimate the total currents produced by this event since we were unable to include
the ionosphere below 200 km altitude in our analysis due to experimental uncertainty. This may be rectiﬁed by future multipoint measurements of the E region during a similar event, to investigate if the depletion
mechanism is more current driven rather than chemically driven as it is in the F region.
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